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CUSTOMER
BACKGROUND

Our client, a rapidly expanding tour management
enterprise, The company has been offering unique travel
experiences to clients worldwide. They specialize in crafting
personalized itineraries, providing end-to-end travel
solutions, and ensuring memorable experiences for their
clients. With a wise range from solo travelers to large
corporate groups, this company manages hundreds of tours
annually across various destinations.
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THE PROBLEM 
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Despite their success in the tour management industry. They realized the

need for more customer interaction to better understand their

preferences and provide personalized experiences. However, without a

dedicated platform or system, engaging with customers on a large scale

was proving to be difficult. Additionally, the company frequently

introduced new tours based on different themes to meet the diverse

interests of their customers. They recognized the need for a

comprehensive solution to address these issues and enhance their tour

management operations.



THE SOLUTION
To address these challenges, Nextwebi's team proposed developing a

robust tour management cloud based web application for our client. The

system enhanced customer interaction and efficiently managed new

themed tours, addressing the client’s challenges. This user-friendly

system led to improved operational efficiency, better customer service,

and significant growth for the company.
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With a deep comprehension of our client’s needs, our goal was to create a

cloud-based web application equipped with robust technology and features

for the tour management company. Nextwebi successfully delivered a web

application that offers centralized accessibility, significantly enhancing the

tour management process. The application also increase the productivity of

team.

Core Features :
User friendly manage tour operations.

Blog management operations.

Itinerary management.

Role based application with CRM management.

The classification of tours is conducted based on various pertinent

criteria such as the type of tour, geographical location, and other

relevant factors.

Website content management involves the meticulous organization of

text, images, videos, and other tour-related media. 

The management of customer reviews and ratings involves the

systematic collection, analysis, and response to feedback provided by

customers for tours and guides. 
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RESULT 

The implementation of the cloud-based web

application developed by Nextwebi transformed the

client’s tour management process. The enhanced

customer interaction and efficient management of

new themed tours led to improved operational

efficiency, Google listing and customer satisfaction.

The client reported a significant increase in their

growth rate and the quality of service they could

provide to their customers. 
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projects@nextwebi.com
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Bangalore, India
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